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DISCLAIMER

THIS NEWSLETTER INCLUDES CLAIM PREVENTION TECHNIQUES THAT ARE DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE THE LIKELIHOOD OF BEING SUED FOR
LEGAL MALPRACTICE. THE MATERIAL PRESENTED DOES NOT ESTABLISH, REPORT, OR CREATE THE STANDARD OF CARE FOR ATTORNEYS.

THE ARTICLES DO NOT REPRESENT A COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF THE TOPICS PRESENTED AND READERS SHOULD CONDUCT THEIR OWN AP-
PROPRIATE LEGAL RESEARCH.
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TO BOND OR NOT TO
BOND

The opening of a conservatorship
brings conservators and most attorneys
face-to-face with a new concept: The con-
servator bond. Most attorneys have never
had to face this issue given that most
wills waive the requirement that the execu-
tor provide a bond. The conservator is in-
variably volunteering his time to handle
the assets of another, so why should he
or she have to provide a bond?

The provisions of ORS 125.410(1) re-
quire that the conservator furnish a bond
in the amount of the aggregate capital
value of the property of the estate, plus
one year’s estimated income, “minus the
value of securities and money deposited
under arrangements requiring an order of
the court for their removal.” This provi-
sion also allows a reduction in the amount
of the bond for the value of any real prop-
erty that the conservator lacks authority
to convey. In aid of this provision is
UTCR 9.050, which requires that the
conservator’s attorney obtain the bank’s
acknowledgment that the deposited funds
may not be withdrawn without permission
of the court. The attorney for the conser-
vator must then file the acknowledgment
with the court.

The issue of whether to bond the con-
servator is a thorny one. Conservators
face a bond expense year after year, as
opposed to the one-time fee that may be
faced by a personal representative. Many
conservators initially do not want to pay
the bond premium – which can be $200 to
$300 a year for a $100,000 bond – and they
look to their attorney to find a way around
the bond. The attorney feels pressure to

utilize the “tools” of ORS 125.410 and
UTCR 9.050 to reduce the cost of a bond.
Somewhere lost within this exercise is the
rationale behind furnishing the bond –
protecting estate assets.

At initial glance, one has the impres-
sion that securing assets in some fashion
will protect those assets and, at the same
time, get around the need for a bond. At
this point, it may appear that the attorney
has fulfilled his or her responsibilities.
However, as a practical matter, the assets
may not be protected, a bond may be nec-
essary, and in the end it may be less ex-
pensive for the conservatorship simply to
furnish a bond and not go through the ef-
fort of trying to get around the require-
ment of submitting a bond.

IS IT REALLY “RESTRICTED?”

The run-of-the-mill checking or sav-
ings account, no matter in whose name it
is established, is difficult to restrict. By
definition, such accounts are made to be
used for deposits and withdrawals. If an
account is to be established where money
can be deposited into the account, but
money may not be withdrawn without a
court order, a special arrangement in es-
tablishing that account must be made
with the bank.  Unless the conservator/
client is especially adept at conveying
the exact meaning of the order, it is the
attorney who will have to set up the spe-
cial arrangement. With or without attor-
ney involvement at that point, problems
can still arise.

Problems typically arise from misun-
derstandings as to what will be restricted
and who is to implement the restrictions.
The following fact situation is very com-
mon:
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not been repaid, does not promptly answer
letters from the court or from his/her
attorney as to why the annual accounting
has not been filed. The conservator is
presently in no position to repay funds
taken from the conservatorship.

This scenario could be avoided if there was an
understanding as to what exactly is meant by “re-
stricting” a bank account.

Once a person has access  to  a bank account,
generally speaking his or her use cannot be re-
stricted. It is access to the account that can be re-
stricted initially. The restrictions of UTCR 9.050 are
restrictions of access. Once access to a bank ac-
count is gained, all we can do is hope that the con-
servator will use the money in accordance with his or
her conservatorship responsibilities. To allay con-
cerns over how conservatorship funds will be used,
access to the funds should be restricted. By denying
access, restriction of use does not become such an
immediate issue.

RESTRICTING ACCESS/MONITORING USE

A conservator’s use can be monitored after-the-
fact through the submission of annual accounts. An
accounting submitted annually to the court may be a
sufficient deterrent for most people. Others do not
grasp the implications of the court monitoring their
activities, simply do not care, or have judgment that
is clouded by the events in their lives.

Restricting access is the only true way to protect
assets. To a degree, it is difficult to restrict access
to funds. But keep in mind that restricting use is
even more difficult.

How you protect estate assets depends on the na-
ture of the assets. Here are some suggestions for the
protection of some common conservatorship assets:

1. Bank Accounts. The conservator invariably
needs a checking account through which he or
she deposits Social Security benefits, pension
money, CD interest income, and other sources of
income. He or she uses the account to pay for
medical expenses, expenses for upkeep on
property, support expenses for a family member,
etc. It is not feasible to restrict access to this
account, and protection of assets that pass
through the account must be done through a
bond. (Keep in mind that income is property to

The attorney directs the conservator/client
to establish the conservatorship bank
account. Upon establishing that account,
the conservator/client reports back to the
attorney that the account has been
established. When asked whether the
account is restricted, the client may
respond that he told the new accounts
person that the account had to be
restricted, the accounts person indicated
that restriction would not be a problem,
appropriate signatures were obtained, and
checks were ordered. At some point, the
attorney discovers the requirements of
UTCR 9.050 and thereupon sends some
sort of restriction notice to the bank (or the
client is told to obtain a signature on the
restriction notice). The bank official who
set up the account signs the document
thinking that restrictions are in place. That
bank official’s understanding arises from
what he or she has been told – that the
funds are to be used only for “special
purposes.” Also, that understanding is
fostered because the account checks are
prominently labeled “in the
conservatorship of . . .” What other uses
could the money be put to, other than the
noble purposes of the conservatorship? Or
so thinks the bank official.

At this point, the bank official is satisfied
that the account is restricted. The
attorney, with verification (according to
UTCR 9.050) in hand, is also satisfied.
Unfortunately, the sense of satisfaction
does not end there. The client, in his or her
own way, is now also satisfied. The client,
in ever-increasing amounts, perhaps over a
period of 12 months, starts “borrowing”
money from the conservatorship, applying
the money towards non-conservatorship
uses, and promising to pay it all back (with
interest).  This promise is dependent on his
or her business becoming successful.
Needless to say, the business is not
successful, and there is no repayment of
the “borrowed funds.” The depletion of the
conservatorship funds is not discovered
until well after the first annual accounting
is due. The conservator, embarrassed over
the fact that the “borrowed funds” have
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be protected.)

Some attorneys endeavor to restrict access to
bank accounts by holding the conservatorship
checkbook. This gives the attorney some control
over the situation, but in many situations it is
only an illusion of control. A hard-pressed
conservator can use a counter check to withdraw
funds from the conservatorship account, or use
the ATM card that banks invariably send when
they open an account. For these reasons, the
use of a surety bond is the only way to protect
such assets. The surety bond should be used in
addition to having the bank statements and
cancelled checks sent to the attorney’s office.
(The conservator must give the bank written
authorization to send these to the attorney’s
office.) The statements and checks should be
reviewed each month. The involvement of the
attorney may be enough of a deterrence to give
pause to the conservator before he/she makes
out-of-the-ordinary expenditures.

2. CDs and Other Case Investments. Some banks
will guarantee that use of such investments is
restricted if the access to the investments is
restricted. An example of restricted access for
negotiable instruments is a safekeeping account.
It may be possible to have a bank guarantee that
an investment cannot be cashed without receipt of
a court order. Although it is time consuming, it is
possible to have the bank guarantee that the
investment, for example a CD, cannot be cashed
without receipt of a court order. If another type of
investment is purchased, such as an annuity or a
mutual fund, the investment house (and not the
brokerage house) must be able to give its
assurances that money may come in, but no
money may go out without a court order.

3. Real Property. Note that real property can only
be restricted through filing a notice of a pending
action (Lis Pendens). The form of a Lis Pendens
is specified in ORS 93.740. If you really want to
restrict access to real property, the order
appointing the conservator should include
language setting forth that real property of the
conservatorship cannot be sold or otherwise
encumbered unless permitted by court order.

UTCR 9.050 requires that proof of restrictions be
filed with the court. It is also helpful to notify the
client of the restrictions, and make sure that the

court is aware of those restrictions.

GET A FULL INVENTORY

The only way an attorney can adequately protect
conservatorship assets is to know exactly what assets
are held. This poses no problem if the conservatorship
is based on proceeds received through litigation or
inheritance. However, it becomes more of a problem
in situations where the protected person is older and
has acquired a lot of assets.  Without marshalling all
assets and producing an inventory, the attorney
does not know what assets have to be protected
and, accordingly, does not know what protections
have to be afforded in handling such assets. Obtain-
ing the inventory goes hand in hand with the active
role undertaken by the attorney in making sure es-
tate assets are protected.  A thorough inventory is
critical. Keep in mind that the conservator must
promptly disclose newly-discovered assets in a
supplemental inventory.

GETTING YOUR CLIENT’S ATTENTION

There are many conservatorship duties and re-
sponsibilities. No one rule covers all of the situa-
tions a conservator may face. However, as a starting
point, “[a] conservator is bound to exercise scrupu-
lous good faith in the management of the estate’s af-
fairs. Everything a conservator does must be for the
benefit of the ward and to protect his/her economic
interests.” Willbanks v. Mars, 37 Or App 795, 800,
588 P2d 118 (1978). In addressing day-to-day matters
that usually face a conservator, the attorney for the
fiduciary must give the client specific instructions
on fiduciary responsibilities. This is best done
through a letter given to the client – preferably a let-
ter that the client also signs so as to acknowledge
that he  or  she read and understood it. (For  infor-
mat ion  on  how to  ge t  a  sample  le t te r ,  see
sidebar page 10.)

While a conservatorship should not be a full em-
ployment plan for attorneys, attorney should stay in-
volved and give the client what amounts to “ethical
leadership.” Even if the client is bonded, the
attorney for the conservator should not completely
separate himself/herself from the day-to-day opera-
tions of the conservatorship. Enough information
about the account should come to the attorney so
that he or she has a general idea of what is
going on with conservatorship bank accounts, in-
vestments, and real property. The client should be
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• Real Property. In the order appointing the
conservator, you can prominently set forth a
provision that states that the property of the
protected person is not to be sold, con-
veyed, encumbered, etc., without court per-
mission. Copies of this order are to be filed
with the Recorder of Deeds in each county in
which real property of the protected person
is situated. There is an exception – you do
not have to file in the county in which the
conservatorship proceedings are filed.  How-
ever, when in doubt, file there, too.

• Stocks and Bonds. You can restrict access to
these assets at the investment house level.
Keep in mind that the broker and the invest-
ment house are not one and the same. Many
investment houses have procedures in place
to facilitate access restrictions. For example,
money can be invested in a certain mutual
fund, with dividends and interest being rein-
vested in the same fund, but in order to with-
draw money from that account, the invest-
ment house first has to receive a court order
directing a distribution. The family broker is
usually aware of the special use to which the
funds are dedicated and may deter any unau-
thorized withdrawal. If the broker has not
agreed to personally sign for the restric-
tions, it is only the restrictions on the in-
vestment house that will help safeguard
against an unauthorized withdrawal. (Most
brokers, knowing how the system works, will
not sign such restrictions.)

4. Partially Bond. Consider restricting some assets
but leaving others available to the conservator.
The value of the assets to which the conservator
has access will dictate the amount of the bond.

5. Do Not Rely on a Sense of Trust in Your Client.
Do not assume that family members can be
trusted to adhere to their fiduciary
responsibilities. The conservator/family member
may suffer a financial crisis. Invariably, the
attorney learns about the crisis well after it
occurs and well after the inappropriate use of
conservatorship funds.

6. Document Your File. Give your client an
explanation of fiduciary duties. Outline for your
client due dates for filing of an inventory,
submission of an annual accounting, payment of
bond premiums, and filing of tax returns. Point

made aware of this. It is true that annual accountings
can serve as a deterrent to those who are tempted to
use conservatorship funds for nonconservatorship
purposes. Timely accountings do reveal inappropri-
ate transactions, such as loans to heirs, advances on
payment of attorney fees, conversion of assets to
property that will not benefit the protected person,
and other inappropriate uses of funds. The best de-
terrent is the attorney’s involvement as conservator
watchdog.

GETTING A BOND STARTS TO LOOK CHEAP

If you are representing a conservator, you may
start out believing that purchasing a bond is too ex-
pensive. The conservator will be quick to agree with
you, but the conservator who wants to minimize the
expense of a bond will be faced instead with the
expense of attorney fees incurred in the attorney’s
efforts in establishing truly restricted accounts. As
this reality unfolds, both you and the conservator
may come to the conclusion that the simplest and
cheapest approach is, at the outset, to buy a bond.

OPTING TO BOND

If you and your client opt to obtain a bond, here
is a viable approach:

1. Protect All Property. Take the approach that all
property of the conservatorship has to be
protected. Estate property includes the obvious
or big-ticket items (such as real property,
stocks and bonds, bank accounts, and expensive
cars)  and a lso income received by the
conservator, household furnishings, property in
other states (whether real or personal),
contracts, and life insurance policies. Only after
compiling a detailed list can you get a full
picture of what the estate is worth.

2. Inventory. Put together a detailed inventory.
The importance of such an inventory cannot be
overstated. The inventory will give you and your
client a complete understanding of the estate
assets. This may also help your client accept the
protection of a bond.

3. Restrict Access to Certain Properties. Review
ORS 125.410(1) and UTCR 9.050. How expedient
and effective will it be for you to secure various
property in lieu of providing a bond for the value
of that property? Consider the following:
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out when supplemental inventories must be
submitted. Emphasize that conservator’s fees
and attorney’s fees may not be paid without
court permission.

7. Pay Attention to Due Dates. Use a good
calendaring system so that you can remind the
client of the pertinent due dates outlined in the
paragraph above. Calendar the anticipated date
of bond renewal. When preparing an annual
accounting, have the conservator include the
cancelled check showing payment and the
renewal statement. Keep in mind that if the bond
is not renewed, a notice of cancellation will be
sent to the court with a copy to the conservator.
However, in all likelihood, the attorney will not
receive a copy of the cancellation notice from
the bonding company.

CONCLUSION

Although getting a bond seems expensive at
first, it often turns out to be a very cost effective
and efficient way to protect the assets of the inca-
pacitated person.

Our thanks to James D. Berrien and the Honorable Rita
Batz Cobb for their assistance with this article.


